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Call to Order: 1105 hrs
A quorum was established. Mark Handley, Chair of the XC, called the meeting to order. Joe led the budget
presentation to the XC (Encl 1). The Goal 5 discussion was moved to February.
Joe mentioned that the purpose of this meeting and presentation of the National Office Priorities are to ensure
that Society resources are aligned with XC direction. Assumptions include: events will all be face-to-face
(possibly with virtual components), we are not counting on the PPP for next year, we offer the budget with the
understanding that we will close the year out at the end of January and report any changes to the assumptions
that we’ve made. The Investment Committee is being re-set. The new chair is Joe O’Brien. Other members are
Jim Works, Tim Byers (Foundation) and Melissa Smith. The XC approves changes to the Investment Policy
Guidance (IPG). There are some changes that will be brought to the XC in February: one of our management
firms sent an updated contract and there are concerns – will renew or find another firm; RPG has suggested
some changes to deal with inflation trends; we are also working on management of the proposed home fund.

National Office Priorities
The National Office Priorities are the basis for the National Office performance management system. They are
rolling priorities. All of the actions we established for the centennial three years ago have all been
accomplished. Budget objectives are based on priorities. For 2022, the priorities are:
• Sustain Strategic Plan 2025 Progress
• Operationalize COI’s – Deliver IGE Impact.
• Implement EMS – Easier to be Members.
• Grow Foundation Fundraising and SAME Program Impact.
• Implement the Dues Restructure Decision – Cover Cost to Serve.
The XC approved the 2022 National Office Priorities.
Discussion
• Primary outcome for Foundation is to grow funds.
• Foundation does fundraising, but Society supports. Society does not drive fundraising effort.
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•
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Is it OK for Foundation to share resources with the Society? Yes, support is classified as a gift. There are
things that the Foundation does that supports the Society (fundraising), but there are things that the
Society does that the Foundation supports (programs). The relationship ensures that the Society and
Foundation are aligned with each other and the strategic plan. Taxes and audit are done jointly.
The Foundation will have a budget in 2022 for XC approval.

2021 Budget Execution
For revenue – if we eliminate the Century House Sale, investment gains, and PPP Loan, the total revenue is
$6,619,000. Expenses being $6,587,000, we are projecting +$32,000. We are $234,000 better than what we
expected.
Audit: We had our 6th year of unqualified opinion on the audit. They did identify three issues: 401K was
a controls situation which has been corrected by outsourcing CFA and Controller functions, the lease standard
was determined to be implemented incorrectly, and the AMS related expenses were incorrectly capitalized. All
items have been corrected, and none of these issues had an impact on the Society or staff. Joe introduced
Daniel Watford, the new outsourced CFA. Daniel has unique experience with Nimble (part of new EMS) as well.
The goal is to minimize the amount of manual operation regarding financial management with the new EMS.
We will also see a cost savings by outsourcing the CFA and Controller.
Revenue: Advertising continues to increase. We sustained good participation in virtual events through
PLW. Saved ~$30K with office the office move. Membership revenue remains flat. Sustaining membership dues
increase begins 1 Jan 2022; full dues structure changes begin 1 Jul 2022.
Expenses: We conducted a market compensation study which produced positive results – our process
keeps us in line with the market, competitive and fair. We continue to control expenses, invest in the Society,
and invest in major events to produce increased financial return and increased value.
Investment: We are making progress on EMS and have no liquidated investments for initial invoices.
Our joint Investment Committee serves both the Society and the Foundation.
Risk: We have set an aggressive budget, continued our long-term perspective, have kept the reserves
untouched (which still exceed the industry standard), and completed the national office relocation plan as
approved by the XC in November 2019.
Discussion
• XD had approval to use reserve funds for the EMS system, however, the expense is included in the
budget.
• XD also had approval to hire COI managers with reserves. We hired Rob Biedermann which was not
budgeted for.
• Savings on expenses allowed the Society to leave the reserves untouched.
• What is the objective on how quickly we close a month? CLA estimates months being closed by the 20 th.
• Is the 401K match standard? Yes, it is up to 5% which is the maximum allowed.

2022 Budget Proposal
2022 Budget goals are to deliver results, deliver the integrated EMS, implement the dues restructuring initiative,
and diversify revenue. They are tied directly to the National Priorities. We are currently in the discovery phase
with Nimble for the new EMS. We will have a duplicate database, working in tandem to ensure we do not lose
information in the migration. We are also working with YM Careers to improve our Job Center. They integrate
with Nimble. We are also using Open Water (submittal platform); three Posts are using it for their scholarship
program. The transition from CV to Nimble will be seamless to the average member. The website will also
begin migration soon. Once the website is running, members will have a much easier and more user-friendly
experience. The app is a product that will allow members to access all the information they need on the go.
Regarding events, food and beverage costs are increasing, in addition to labor and other items. All events in
2022 are planned to be face-to-face or hybrid. There have been no comments from individual members with
the dues changes. The plan for SMs is to reach out to companies one on one a few months in advance so that
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they understand the changes that are coming. It will be a multi-layered approach. The Programs team now has
three senior managers, Jeanine Finton (taking Eddie’s place), Steve Taylor and Carl Locus. Steve and Carl are
both remote which allowed us to hire them at a lower rate (geographically) than if they were local. In summary,
our IGE program is our main effort; we are shifting resources to support. The XC approved the 2022 Budget.
Discussion
• What is Multiview? They are a communications partner that sells digital ads. It works like an affinity
relationship. They began in April and we’ve already made $10K. With the new website, we will have
more opportunities to sell advertising. They also have data tracking which produces great ROI for those
who advertise.
• Should we put something in TME about the dues and structure changes? We do not recommend
putting something in TME. The re-structure may seem complicated to the average member that does
not handle their companies sustaining membership. We will be communicating with the SM POC and
Posts to ensure people understand.
• Now that we are operating in a hybrid office stature, should we consider giving up space? Not yet. We
have executed a staff survey to be able to assess the current state. We will need at least another year to
determine.
• Is the Century Book really making that much revenue? No, but the intent was to use it as a tool.
• Has the new 6% COLA been factored into staff increases? We have the resources to cover this. Did the
comp survey include the cost of living increase? No, we did it before the number was released, but
there is money in the G&A line to cover this for the next pay increase.
• Why is the membership expense increase such a jump? There were some expenses shifted from events
to membership due to function. This shift in allocation also shows up some other minor places such as
in Post Operations expense increase. If we exclude these shifts, the increases to note are the increases
in membership and dues. Also, for meetings, we have to remember that the last in-person event was
2019. So to be in line with industry standards, we are budgeting for a 10% increase from then to 2022.
• Are requests for resources that came in from COIs included in the budget? They don’t show up
specifically in line items. Yes, they are all included.
• Are we comfortable with the increase in membership if we were predicting some drop-off with the dues
changes? This number may change; we do not have sufficient feedback yet from SMs, but much of the
drop-off expected would be inactive sustaining member reps (non-dues paying).
• Two biggest risks are membership and events. To what extent can we cut expenses on the events side if
needed (unpredictability with COVID, etc…)? How much is variable and how much is fixed?
Approximately 65-70% of event costs are variable. The variable costs are being managed to react to the
unpredictability.
• Second PPP may not be forgiven because of our increased revenue.
Home Fund Proposal: The XD asked that the XC approve the proceeds from the sale of the Century
House be a board designated fund with the purpose of ensuring the Society has a home. He asked that it is not
rolled into the reserves. We would invest it and use the dividends to off-set or cover rental expenses. As a
“board designated” fund, it would require board approval (after XC approval). The XC agreed with the concept.
This action will be re-visited in February to address the “board designated” stipulation.
Discussion:
• Does it need to be approved by the board? It is an operational decision, consistent with other decisions
the XC has made regarding the “Society home.” We would need to estimate expenses and coincide this
with the IPG. We will check on whether or not “board designated” is needed and requires board
approval.
• Were there other options explored to use the proceeds? The other option is to put the proceeds in the
reserves, but we have excess reserves.
• “Board designated” is not a pool of money, but a pool of equity. This is different than just having a
separate set of funds with separate IPG.
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Foundation Board Nominees
The XC approved the Foundation Board selections for 2021.
The Foundation approved the governance committee’s recommendation in November. All nominees were
eligible, but the committee presented the top three. The XC must appoint and approve the nominees for their
three-year terms beginning in January 2022. Other nominations have agreed to be volunteers. The XC voted to
appoint the nominees as presented.
o Ron Silva
o John Henderson
o Sally Riker

Awards Change Proposals (Encl 2)
The XC approved all criteria changes with the exception of the elimination of the P.E. requirement for the
Goethals Medal which warrants more discussion (see highlight on Encl 2). The XC may approve criteria changes,
the BOD approves addition and elimination of awards. Most updates were made to be consistent and increase
nominations. Other changes will be presented in February.
Discussion
• The location of the awards (National Awards web page or other pages) will be revisited in February.
• Are the decisions based on the committee input or input from those who submitted and were not
selected? Decisions were made by the committee, mostly due to the lack of nominations.
Adjourn: 1305 hrs.
Addendum: The XC met virtually on Jan. 19, 2022 to continue their review of the Awards Change Proposals.
The proposal included:
• Sverdrup Medal (Uniformed Young Professional) – Recommend retain but modify the selection criteria
to include participation in SAME. This makes the award essentially the same as the Young Professional
Award, but for uniformed members. In existence since 1980, there have been 43 nominations in the
past 7 years, but only 1 in 2020.
• Tudor Medal (Young Professional) – Recommend retain but modify the selection criteria to include
participation in SAME. This makes the award essentially the same as the Young Professional Award for
civilian members. In existence since 1966, there have been 26 nominations in the past 7 years.
• Young Professional Medal – Recommend these awards (civilian and uniformed) be discontinued as they
replicate the Sverdrup and Tudor Medals. In existence since 2004, there have been 55 nominations in
the past 7 years.
• STEM Excellence Post Award – Recommend this award be discontinued. Rationale is that an individual
needs to instigate and drive the STEM programs to success. Consistency with removing IGE Post Award
to be just an individual award. In existence since 2017, there have been 11 nominations in the past 3
years.
• Industry Government Engagement Award (Post) – Recommend this award be discontinued. Rationale is
that an individual needs to drive the engagement and the recognition should be on that individual that
instigates and drives the engagement to successful conclusion. This award should be combined with the
individual IGE award. In existence since 2018, there have been 7 nominations in the past 3 years but
only one in 2020.
The XC voted to retain the awards as is and re-evaluate in one year. We can consider adding a note that
technical Young Professionals should consider the Tudor or Sverdrup awards and vice versa.
Discussion:
• Post IGE award is too important to our Strategic Plan to eliminate.
• Should not eliminate awards just because there are few submissions.
• IGE & STEM awards need more time – they were recently instituted in the last several years.
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Individuals who receive the IGE and STEM awards are not necessarily in the Posts that receive the same
awards.
Need to be careful about changing criteria for named awards – the criteria are as such to honor the
legacy of the person.
Need to retain Young Professional Medal for non-technical SAME Young Professionals that may not
qualify for the Sverdrup or Tudor awards. Add note in the criteria that technical people should consider
the other two awards.

BG Joseph Schroedel, P.E., F.SAME, USA (Ret.)
Executive Director
Encl 1: Budget Brief
Encl 2: Awards Change Proposal
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ENLOSURE 1
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ENCLOSURE 2
Existing Award
Young Professional Medal

Change?
Discontinue

STEM Excellence Post Award

Discontinue

Industry Government Engagement Post Award

Discontinue

Bliss Medal

Name clarification, modify criteria

Goethals Medal

Name clarification, modify criteria

Sverdrup Medal
Urbahn Medal

Name clarification, modify criteria
Name clarification, modify criteria

Walter O. Bachus Gold Medal

Name clarification, modify criteria

Industry Government Engagement Award (Individual)

Modify criteria

J.W. Morris Sustaining Member Award (Large Company)

Modify criteria

Reason
Replicated by Sverdrup and
Tudor Medals and those are
named awards
Individual generally drives STEM
programs to success
Individual generally drives IGE
programs to success
to allow more nominees than
just educators
to allow more nominees than
just PEs
to include participation in SAME
to be participation in SAME
instead of requiring to be on COI

New Name

Bliss Medal (Post-Secondary Stem)
Goethals Medal (Engineering Construction Excellence)
Sverdrup Medal (Uniformed Young Professional)
Urbahn Medal (Excellence in Architecture)

to limit only awarding once to Walter O. Bachus Gold Medal (Lifetime Achievement)
any individual
to include process and policy
Industry Engagement Award
changes as demonstrated
success
to separate large/medium firms,
to reflect membership changes,
firms may not win more than
once every 5 years

Paul R. Smith NCO Medal

Modify eligibility and selection criteria

to match at 3 years and to weigh
contributions to military
engineering and SAME equally

Robert B. Flowers Small Business Award

Modify eligibility and selection criteria

to mirror Large and Medium
Sustaining Member Awards to
reflect membership changes,
firms may not win more than
once every 5 years

Seymour S. Greenfield Sustaing Member Award (Medium Company)
Modify eligibility and selection criteria

Student Leadership Medal
President's Medal

Toulmin Medal

Member Recruitment Champion
Design Awards
SBC Large Business Award

SBC Small Business Award

SBC Business Advocate Award (Individual)

to mirror Large and Small
Sustaining Member Awards to
reflect membership changes,
firms may not win more than
once every 5 years
Modify criteria
to allow more nominees
Retain but remove from National Awards because there are no
page
nominations, based on selection
by President and XD
Retain but remove from National Awards because there are no
page
nominations, selected by an
editorial committee
Move to COI, remove from National
Awards page
Move to COI, remove from National
Awards page
SBC Award - Modify criteria
to include more than just federal
programs, firms may not win
more than once every 5 years
SBC Award - Modify criteria
to include more than just federal
programs, firms may not win
more than once every 5 years
SBC Award - Modify criteria
to allow non-member (SBA rep
for example) nominees, remove
requirement of being a member
of SB COI

SBC Post Small Business Liaison Officer Award

SBC Award - Modify criteria

Edward C. Gibson Veteran Transition Medal
STEM Champion Award (Individual)
Post Service Medal

No change
No change
No change
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